WWPCWorld Members arrived from all corners of the world to join together
in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic for the 27th WWPC Convention.
Thousands of One on One Meetings were successfully held between the members
with dynamic interchanges throughout the three (3) day sessions.
WWPC's Signature Social Business Networking Events opened with our Welcome Reception/Dinner,
continued with both our Caribbean Beach Party and Colorful Festive Neon Extravaganza Fete,
and lastly our Celebratory Farewell Gathering Reception.
Along the way, WWPC Members enjoyed our unique ice breaker sessions
of Caribbean Rum & Chocolate Tasting and Gourmet Wine & Exotic Cheese Tasting events.
60+ Hours of Networking Events, professional business discussions,
countless smiles, innumerable visions of camaraderie,
the entire event was alive with the continuous sounds and sights of partnerships being created.
Our Networking, Paradise Style World Conventions
provide a perfect balance of business & social networking for our members.
WWPC Conventions, where business, partnerships and friendships are created....

Punta Cana was a spur-of-the-moment, last minute decision for me but am glad I made the trip. The convention was a chance to
reconnect with old friends and at the same time make new acquaintances. And the cherry on the cake? Networking, Paradise-Style
in the Dominican Republic, one of the top 10 tourist destinations in the world!
As we at Intraline believe, if you want to go fast, you go it alone. But if you want to go far, you go together. A heartfelt thank to you
our WWPC partners that make this possible.
Thanks,
Jacob B. Zikusooka
INTRALINE SHIPPING & LOGISTICS
Kampala, Uganda
Dear Leslie,
I am sure that you have read this sort of messages many times, but I wanted to
say thanks to you and your team at WWPC, for another well organized meeting in
a great destination.
After so many years of attendance, it is still great fun, full of positive networking
and being able to share special moments with colleagues and friends. Also thanks
to all members, old and new, that attend.
Please accept my best personal regards
Pere Novell
Director
Barcelona, Spain

Dear Fellow WWPC Members !

Dear Leslie and fellow WWPC members:

It was really great for us to be with you during the recently
concluded 2015 WWPC Conference in Punta Cana. Thanks for the
great time in meetings and events together. It was a very
enjoyable and productive time. Also thank you Dear Leslie and
WWPC Team!

This was our first WWPC conference and it was a
wonderful experience to know all these great people,
make new friends, contacts and, of course, have a lot
of fun. We liked so much the informality of the event
but also the seriousness. Thanks for everything and
we hope to see you soon.

Thanks
Ángela Jiménez
SE Global Logistics
Mexico City, Mexico

Kind Regards,
Andrés Mayorga and Ana María Mayorga
System American Cargo Ltda.
Bogotá, Colombia

Dear Leslie and Team,
You and your team have always shown the real leadership stuff. The conventions and AGM you organize year after year have been
exceeding our expectations and we always look forward to these family events to nurture the friendship and develop the business.
The excellence awards you confer to the members are indeed an encouragement and an additional reason for us to perform even in
the difficult situations. " Fusion Shipping Worldwide" has been benefiting tremendously from WWPC network and we look forward
to be a contributing member in this fraternity for the years to come. I urge freight forwarders around the world to take a serious
look at our network and benefit from the endless opportunities this network has to its members.
Sincerely,
Sony Sebastian
Managing Director
Fusion Shipping Worldwide
Kuwait, UAE

Dear WWPC Member & Friends,
The WWPC 2015 organized at Punta Cana was really perfect and professional and thanks a lot for all your arrangements.
We really had great fun and enjoyment with lots of fruitful business exchanges. I want to thank you for taking the time to
discuss this important issue and the WWPC 2015 Convention.
I wish you all the very best in all future endeavors. Hoping to meet you at the next convention in Thailand.
Freundlichen Grüssen / Best Regards
SRI Rasamanickam
President & CEO
AERO LINES GmbH

Hi Leslie
Once again you and your team have successfully completed the
WWPC 2015 convention in Hard Rock Hotel , Punta Cana.
We had good meeting and exchanged ideas for future business
development . We too enjoy the food and evening activities.
Just for your info , I did win Jackpot at the casino, these
convention brings lot of lucks to me.
Keep up your good job Leslie.
TKS / BRGDS
Ganisan
Managing Director
VLI Logistics International (M) Sdn Bhd - Malaysia

“Networking in Paradise Style”… More than just a slogan this is the way we develop business within WWPC… and this year,
once again, the April Convention gives us the opportunity not only to meet again fellow members but also to meet new people
and start interesting discussions on how to develop mutual business… and this in an idyllic place. As one of the founding
member, we at Deny Cargo strongly believe that WWPC offers to its members a professional and structured environment where
business relations can be developed and can grow in close partnership between the members; We thank you all for the
organization, the time spent in providing us with a well balanced mix between business and networking time and hope to see
you soon in Thailand”
Best regards,
Grégory Moortgat
Managing Director
Deny Cargo bvba
Brussels, Belgium
Hi Leslie,
Thank you for another convention with limitless opportunities, ever growing list of friends and a super location . You stand true
to your words - 'Networking, paradise style.' It was a pleasure to meet you and Ron once again and truly enjoyed your
hospitality.
Until next time, Cheers !
Mathew Jijy
Intercontinental Logistics
United Kingdom

Dear WWPC Team,
We found WWPC meetings each time more professional and
friendly. Great organization, fantastic relationships, nice
time…It’s always a pleasure for us meeting our partners and
good friends !
Augusto Cabral
Managing Director
Vanesp Ibérica Transitários S.A.
Portugal - Spain

Over the last decade we have experienced many freight forwarding network conferences.
One of those networks, WWPC, has built on a slightly different formula: leave the bullshit out and really get people connected.
All of this in a positive, relaxed, casual and motivating environment, resulting not only in establishing good business
relationships but,more importantly, making friends.
WWPC always knows how to select the right setting, the right circumstances and how to set the right balance between
investment and follow up.
Being part of the WWPC family boosts your network of quality partners and thus helps you to offer extended services towards
your customers, and visa versa.
Dominican Republic was again a value adding conference, looking forward already to the next conference in Pattaya,
Thailand!
Mark Lases
Managing Director
Your Cargo Contact
Amsterdam Airport, The Netherlands

Dear Leslie Crew & WWPC Network fellow members!!
The 2015 convention in Punta Cana did not disappoint. What a phenomenal convention!! My first convention was 2 years
ago where I met everyone that runs and belongs to this wonderful group. Everyone made me feel very welcome. This year I met
new people that had gone to many other previous meetings- but they were not in attendance 2 years ago. They made me feel like
I had been going to these meetings for years and that they knew me forever. I was very at ease in the social settings as well as in
the productive meetings!
Once I returned home I had a lot of follow-ups with the people with whom we discussed serious business and I have in turn
followed up and given people new business opportunities .
I am extremely proud to be a member of WWPC and I have new business chances because of this community. I look forward to
many more meetings with this professional group.
I love the entertainment that is provided and the first class accommodations that are scouted out and handpicked by the WWPC
team.
It truly is Networking paradise style!!
Gloria Calderwood, Sales Representative
Airtrades Freight
Montreal, Canada
I would like to say how much I enjoy the conventions. Members of
the group have become family in many ways. Although we are at
all ends of the earth we come together with common goals. It is a
rare camaraderie we have.
The meetings were well received and worthwhile. I want to thank
you for your involvement and organization skills. Certainly helped
me a lot.
On a personal note I wanted to say how much I have enjoyed my
friend Hubert Jasinski (Omegair Air in Poland) and his
girlfriend. We went to the Japanese restaurant one evening for
dinner and invited our waiter to enjoy the fun with us. And he
did! Thank you Hubert for being who you are.
And thank you for the M&Ms. I only wish the whole cabin on the
aircraft were WWPC members. That would have been fun.
Dale Wolfer
Allports Inc
Portland, Oregon
United States
Dear Leslie,
This convention is the best ever I have attended in the last ten years. I really like the professional organization, the group of ppl
is not so big, we got chance to talk to everyone. The PUNTA CANA is great place as well. Albert and I have agreed to join every
year. :) it's so right to join WWPC.
For this first conference, we just try to leave our impression to everyone. And very luckily, we have started to work with 3
members already! And keep talking about the cooperation opportunities with another few members. It feels great by working
and playing together.
It is very important to us as we started to taking WWPC network as our priority one and would like to stay in the network for
many many years.
Thank you very much. It's really nice to meet you and your team again. Hope see you soon.
Tks & B. Rgds,
Tingting Zheng
Overseas Manager
Frienco Logistics Co., Ltd.
China
I want to take this opportunity to thanks all participants and specially the WWPC organizers for such a proactive and
dynamic Convention, in which one can learn from the other members of the WWPC and may also disclose your company so that
throughout the year we can communicate and provide quality service when its necessary. I am grateful for the great reception
of CHOICE CARGO during the different interviews in the convention, and we are confident that we will strengthen business
relations to put Peru in the top of the supply business of International trade Import and Export.
Saludos cordiales \ Best Regards
Alberto Cuglievan Landázuri
GENERAL MANAGER
Choice Cargo
Lima, Peru
The 2015 Dom. Rep. convention again was a success.
It is always great to Network with our Offices overseas.
This is the Greatest Group of Professional People !!!
I am always confident when I consign my Door Moves to my offices
overseas as they are handled professionally & efficient.
See Everyone Again - Soon !!!
Thank You & Kind Regards
Teresa Haley, Air Export Manager V.P
Held & Associates Inc.
Kansas City, Missouri - United States
Hello This is Fabiola Tamez from Heavy Porters and this
was my first WWPC convention in Punta Cana.
It was great and I met a lot of great people. The
organization, the convention, the party, everything was
very good.
I hope to go to the next convention :)
Best regards
Fabiola Tamez Carranza
Mexico
It was really big pleasure again to attend the contention in Punta Cana. Beside feeling like I am together with a very big family
and having lots of fun, I made also very fruitful excellent business meetings.
I am looking forward for the next one.
Ayça TÜRKANTOS
SEA WORLD DENİZCİLİK LTD. ŞTİ.
Istanbul, Turkey
Dear Leslie - Jen and all WWPC team
I believe a strong forwarders network is crucial to serve our customers in the best way. Since joining WWPC we (IFS TUNISIA)
have come across various new opportunities and access to the new customer base, the WWPC members are very cooperative
and aggressive which provides us a bench mark that our decision to join WWPC was awesome.
The Last AGM held in Punta Cana was a great success this was my 2nd one to one interaction with the WWPC members and I
had the strong feeling that WWPC is a consolidated forum where we had tremendous opportunities to
explore and possibility to makes new friends and partners.
The management team of WWPC is a combination of perfect professionals . Mrs. Leslie has a highly dedicated personality &
very friendly along with Jennifer and the rest of the team . the AGM event was perfectly organized . we have had great fun
and fruitful business exchanges.
Congratulations for this successful event and looking forward enjoying the coming WWPC EVENTS
Many Thanks and Best Regards
Naziha Mejri
General Manager
IFS TUNISIA
Joining a network is easy but adding value and being recognized as
a strong partner is the real challenge. Keeping up with expectations
from partners, building relationships rather than agencies and
simultaneously making mutual benefits is the crux as we view it.
The convention held in Punta Cana, was the very first we attended
under the umbrella of WWPC and needless to say the event was at
par with international standards. The venue itself added the
required flavours to meet and establish relationships which will
help to stay connected for a long time to come.
The platform provides an excellent opportunity to share one's
existing business and generate new leads. It feels very good to
announce that we have been able to actively involve ourselves
within the group and share business' after the conference.
Would like to thank the WWPC team for putting up such a fantastic
show and at the same time convey that they will have our full
support for the conferences to come.
Cheers!!
Best Regards,
Aditya Modi
Rishi Jain
Globus Transitos Pvt Ltd
India
I would like to thank Leslie, Jennifer and Ron for putting up once again, a successful and a most enjoyable Conference.
I had never been to that part of the world before and I really enjoyed my time. But to be honest, what was more important and
made it for me, was not the location but the people (members) who were there. Such a bunch of friendly, great people.
This was an opportunity for me to catch up with friends and make some new ones. Being my second conference, this one was as
successful for my business as the first one. Great opportunity to increase business with new partners. And already the enquiries
are flowing.
I really think the WWPC is one of the best, if not the best Freight Network around. Due to its informality while keeping it
professional. There is no pressure of strict agenda, just networking paradise style!!! Who says we can’t mix pleasure with
business? There is no better way to give international exposure to one’s business than being with and building a strong
relationship with professionals from other countries. And this is exactly the opportunity that WWPC is giving us.
So once again thank you for a great conference and I look forward to the next one.
Regards
Gilbert Ernest
Managing Director
GE Forwarding & Consulting
Australia
WWPC FAMILY and FRIENDS,
You're the Best! Thank you for organizing these conventions every year. Manaco International Forwarders and myself want to
tell you how much we appreciate the endless hours of service you and your team have dedicated on planning the conventions
and making sure that all of us have a remarkable and unforgettable experience, that for sure has led to a respectful business
relationship between all of us.
We look forward to many more years of mutual beneficial association and meeting more wonderful people to work with and we
wish you and your team the success that it deserves.!
Sincerely,
Vanessa Aristud
Manaco International Forwarders, Inc.
Ft Lauderdale, Florida
United States
Thank you Ma’am Leslie Taylor-McLaughlin and WWPC team to give everyone the chance to meet each other. Thank you
everyone for your time, friendship and partnership. It was my honor to meet you. Joining the 27th Annual WWPC Worldwide
Convention was my pleasure. I felt comfortable and valuable because WWPC created a different environment for its members
comparing with any other associations I know.
Firstly, I am impressed that all meeting materials were prepared for each member in details, for instance, meeting note, clock,
pen, member list, notebook, every single details, and especially, each delegate has their own table personalized. It made me feel
very comfortable.
Secondly, everyone has more time for business conversation. With other associations, many marketing presentations that cost a
lot of time.
With WWPC, every minute supported for face-to-face meeting conversation. Furthermore, dinner hour was also designed for
those who wanted extra meetings.
Finally, it was fun and friendly. I realized friendship and partnership during the convention. This is really necessary to develop
partnership for long run. Well done!
Transcon will see you again next convention. Thank you very much for your feedback and partnership!
Thank you and best regards,
Joseph Tran
General Manager
TRANSCON CORP.
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
It was a great opportunity to make new friends, make new
working partnerships and further solidifying the success of
the conference closing deals with members of the group!!
Best regards,
CRISTIANO MACARIO
Managing director
INTERMODAL LOGISTICS TRANSPORTES
INTERNACIONAIS LTDA
Sao Paul, Brazil
WWPC members are the best- straight forward professionals posting no gimmicks. Nothing compares to meeting face to face
and talking business while enjoying paradise and creating friendship. Look forward to new business and will definitely attend
future WWPC conventions! Thanks for the memories and relationships.
Adolfo A. Rudeke F.
Gerente General
NFS National Freight Service
Dominican Republic
Dear Leslie, Ron and Jennifer ,
I wish to thank you for a great Conference at Punta Cana. It was a pleasure to see you again and the Conference was very well
organized and we had a chance to make many new contacts and meet wonderful people from all over the world.
Furthermore I also want to thank you for the Excellence Award, awarded to Atlas Logistics. I hope we will not disappoint
anyone and we will continue to do our best to give best and prompt service to all WWPC members.
Thank you again and looking forward to see you again at the next conference.
Best Regards
Yoel Gilead
Ceo
Dear Leslie / Jennifer,
This was my First WWPC Conference and it indeed was a great experience for me. Learnt a lot and was able to meet most of
them very closely.
Thanks for arranging it so fine and different way. Would like to increase our contribution to the group and offer more and more
business to its members.
Kindly keep guiding us and would be in touch also at this side.
Best Regards,
Rishi Jain, Director
Global Transitos Pvt Ltd
New Delhi, India
Leslie & Jennifer,
I’m sure you are home safe and sound nowJ wanted to send you a quick not to let you know that the conference in Punta Cana
was awesome, you outdid yourselves!
The Choice of resort was fantastic and the Conference was very well organized Thank you for all your hard work as always. I
look forward to seeing you in Spain. Have an awesome week.
Your Canadian Buddy
Hakob (Jake) Amso Freight Partners International Inc.
Toronto, Canada
Dear Leslie, Jennifer and all the dedicated staff of our great network.
Thank you for once again organizing a great conference. We totally
appreciate the amount of work and attention to detail that putting a
successful conference takes.
It was a pleasure to see our partners and friends and to make new friends.
The WWPC gives us a great platform to form new partnerships and have
fun
while working.
Like you always say- It is all about networking :-)
Looking forward to seeing you soon.
Warm regards,
Orit Horn
International Logistics Express, Inc.
New York, United States
Thanks to all of you in the WWPC team.
Greetings from Sweden - Another great WWPC convention.
It was a great pleasure and work-wise a lot of new contacts for us.
I am happy to be a part of your great network WWPC.
Best regards
Kennet Sjöstrand
F.H Bertling AB
Sweden
Dear Leslie,
I would like to say thank you again for a wonderful convention
2015 in Punta Cana.
It is always as pleasure to meet friends /partners/ colleagues.
See you next time in Pattaya. All the best for all of you.
Oliver Buell
Insa air & sea logistics GmbH
Germany
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